Transfer Agreements with Michigan Community Colleges

MACRAO Transfer Agreement
(Available for students who began their studies at a Michigan Community College prior to fall 2014 and will complete them by summer 2019)

Requirements
6 credit hours in English Composition
8 credit hours in Science and Math
8 credit hours in Social Science
8 credit hours in Humanities

MACRAO fulfills all Wayne State University General Education requirements EXCEPT:
College Group Requirements (Third Science, Second Social Science, Civilizations & Societies, Foreign Language)*

*UNLESS an individual course is transferred that meets the requirement

Michigan Transfer Agreement (MTA)
(Replaces MACRAO Transfer Agreement)

Requirements
1 course in English Composition
A second course in English Composition OR 1 course in Communications
1 course in Mathematics
2 courses in Social Sciences (from two disciplines)
2 courses in Humanities and Fine Arts (from two disciplines and excluding performance classes)
2 courses in Natural Sciences including one with laboratory experience (from two disciplines)

MTA fulfills all Wayne State University General Education requirements EXCEPT:
Either Intermediate Composition or Oral Communication*
College Group Requirements (Third Science, Second Social Science, Civilizations & Societies, Foreign Language)*

*Unless an individual course is transferred that meets the requirement

Contact your Community College advisor to find out if you are eligible for (or close to) MACRAO or MTA. Visit transfercredit.wayne.edu for more information.